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READY FOR A

SUNNY SPRING?

Partner up with the Dantherm Group to take control of your climate challenges







SPRING FOCUS: Explore the bespoke ventilation system we developed for one of Denmark’s key prestige buildings >
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Wet clothing 

means moisture

Drying rooms powered by commercial dehumidifiers are

ideal for industrial and commercial buildings







Click here to learn why >
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Staying warm

in the field

Bringing the heat to military camps and field hospitals with FH units.







Click to discover the best way to keep military camps and field hospitals heated in any environment >
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Efficient climate control for 

swimming pools

Up to 95% heat recovery efficiency and low-energy EC fans:

Meet the DanX CF swimming pool air handling units







Read this article and learn the 6 standout features that make these air handling units ideal for public pools, hotel pools and more. >
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Home ventilation

Denmark's tallest residential building now uses Dantherm ventilation
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Drying rooms

Dehumidifiers remove the moisture from wet clothing
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Heating in the field

Finding the right solution for military camps
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Pool climate control

Manage temperature and humidity using less energy




























The Dantherm Group engineers, produces, and sells products and solutions designed to heat, cool, dry, ventilate or purify air. At our modern European production facilities, experienced employees carefully assemble hundreds of thousands of units every year and all of them are built with reliability, sustainability, efficiency and ease of use in mind.

The innovative spirit of our company is built on the heritage of the brands we own and under which our products and solutions are known: Aerial, Biocool, Calorex, Dantherm, Heylo, Master, SET and Sovelor.
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Classic car storage: The many cost-saving benefits of dehumidification



Explore how effective humidity control preserves vintage motors in the most efficient way possible.
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Christian Kjær Rosenvinge

12th Oct 2023
 - 6 min read
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How to reduce fuel and energy costs when using portable heaters



Explore our recommendations to increase the efficiency of your portable heaters.
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Agnieszka Dymarczyk

11th Nov 2022
 - 6 min read
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Breathe easy: How to get rid of construction dust in the air



Construction dust poses a significant health risk to workers on-site. Learn why it is important to p...
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Michael Gertzmann

28th Jul 2023
 - 5 min read
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The expert guide on how to heat warehouses and industrial buildings



Keeping warehouses and industrial buildings at the right temperature is crucial for your people, pro...
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Agnieszka Dymarczyk

28th Jul 2023
 - 4 min read
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Drying rooms: A great investment for industrial and commercial buildings



When wet clothing risks your people’s comfort and health, a drying room is the ideal solution.
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Gareth Forshaw

11th Oct 2023
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Achieving high-capacity free cooling in the extreme cold



Discover how the Dantherm TKS 60 tackles the problem of consistently cooling data centres and teleco...
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Tobias Netz

18th Aug 2021
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Water damage drying: The essential guide



Discover everything you need to know about approaching a water damage restoration project.
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Lighthouse: Supplying ventilation to Denmark's tallest residential building



Explore the bespoke ventilation system we developed for one of Denmark’s key prestige buildings.
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InfoAir Remote Monitoring




Remote climate control



Cloud-based monitoring for portable heaters
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Dantherm TTR 6600 – desiccant dehumidifier




Industrial desiccant dehumidifier



A stationary high-performance desiccant dehumidifier with a large dehumidification performance of 892kg/24h.
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Dantherm CDP 40-50-70T – swimming pool dehumidifiers




Wall-mounted swimming pool dehumidifiers



The CDP 40T-50T-70T condensation dehumidifiers have been designed for through-the-wall mounting in your swimming pool plant room.
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Master AIR-BUS BV 471 SE – indirect oil fired air heaters




Indirect fuel fired air heaters with separate Riello burner



Indirect air flow heater AIR-BUS - compatible with remote monitoring system InfoAir.
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Dantherm RCV 320 – residential ventilation unit




Attic and wall-mounted home ventilation units



The RCV 320 is a highly efficient and very compact residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.
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Aerial AD 750-750-P – condensation dehumidifiers




Condensation dehumidifiers



These high-quality commercial dehumidifiers are used for drying structures and water damage as well as in industrial, trade, protection of investment and water-management applications.
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Dantherm FH 20-40 – tent heaters




Tent heaters



These tent heaters are based on the indirect fired (clean air) principle to avoid introducing combustion or fumes into occupied spaces.
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Calorex I-PAC+ 12-16-22-28 – inverter swimming pool heat pumps




Small inverter heat pumps



All year round heating for indoor and outdoor pools by inverter-controlled heat pump technology.
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Heylo HEYWALL profi – dust control wall




Clean renovation with the Heywall profi package



The HEYWALL dust protection wall ensures clean rooms during refurbishment or renovation work and avoids annoying subsequent cleaning.
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Dantherm HCV 400 E1 – residential ventilation unit




Wall-mounted home ventilation units



The HCV 400 E1 is a highly efficient residential ventilation unit for houses, villas, and apartments.
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Dantherm DanX CF – air handling units




Swimming pool and commercial



The DanX CF is a very effective outdoor air dehumidification system with a highly efficient counter-flow heat exchanger.
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Aerial AERCUBE® system – drying technology




Drying technology



Energy-efficient and flexible drying system for targeted building drying and water damage restoration projects.
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Dantherm AC-M10 – container cooler




Container coolers



CBRN/COLPRO compliant air-conditioner with a cooling capacity of 10kW and a heating capacity of 4kW.
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Master DF 20 – professional fan




Professional fans – metal



DF 20 fans can be used in homes, offices and work places that need improved ventilation and air circulation, as well as help in drying moist areas.
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Heylo StaubStop 3000-6000 – dust extraction




Direct dust extraction



Mobile extraction of dust or dirt on construction sites or in workshops. Coarse and fine dust filters are used to collect the dust particles.

































The power of the Dantherm Group
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Certikin are the UK’s leading supplier of pool and spa products, and for over 40 years have worked in partnership with Dantherm Group to be the official UK distributor of the renowned heating and ventilation products we specifically build for the pool industry.




Bruce Coppuck, UK Business Director
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We have been distributing Master products for over 14 years and it is their commitment to quality backed up by their product knowledge and expertise that makes dealing with Master such a pleasure.

Our account manager is extremely helpful and always on hand to answer any questions.




Gary McWillliam, Managing Director
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I appreciate the consistently professional and excellent cooperation with Dantherm.

Dantherm products are of very high quality and are very powerful, which is highly appreciated by us, particularly by our military customers worldwide.




Michael Zeh, Head of Government Authority
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A&T Europe S.p.A. has been one of the frontrunners of the international swimming pool industry since its foundation in 1961. Being the exclusive distributor of the Calorex I-PAC and I-PAC+ swimming pool heat pumps for the Italian market, we can confidently say we have found the ideal partner to guarantee the full satisfaction of our clients and end users. The sales and technical support guaranteed to us is an integral part of their service, and it plays an essential role in the consolidation and growth of our market presence.




Giovanni Lonati, Commercial Director
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For many years NorLense AS have used AC units and heaters from Dantherm in our projects for defence, humanitarian, and other civil projects.

The products and services offered by Dantherm is superior and fulfills the requirements NorLense has to timely deliveries, good documentation and performance of the units.




Rune Fivelstad, Sales Manager, Shelter Solutions
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Północna Grupa Narzędziowa has been distributing Master products for several years. From the beginning of our working relationship, Master has been a 'top one' in our product offering.

The Dantherm Group has a great sense of the market and reacts quickly to changes. Perfect products, great marketing and partnership cooperation allow us to achieve business success together.




Katarzyna Chwała, Vice President of Managing Board
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Master, which is now part of Dantherm Group, has been our key producer since 1997.

We appreciate highly the professional sales team, support of our company with distribution and after sales service. For us, without doubt, they are a European leader in the climate solutions segment.




Jan Slavik, CEO
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Sign up to our newsletter

Join more than 5,000 professionals and be among the first to receive the latest news and updates from the Dantherm Group.
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